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About building windfarms
qProject developers must win concessions in competitions set out by 

national authorities

qIt’s about ESG, experience, technical stuff, planning and of course 
Economics. And it takes time. Huge projects, full competition

qQualification of (sub)-supplliers, several iterations and then a BAFO.

qAll elements need to be right; ESG, quality, certainty of delivery. And 
costs. SCF helps our suppliers optimize their final offer
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SCF in Wind farm competition
Substantial, Simple ,Solid, Sturdy & Secure

qTo achieve the highest impact on ROCE the SCF solution must allow for 
a substantial conversion rate of budgeted capex suppliers, but also for 
payment terms of 120 and in exceptional situations up to 180 days. 

qSCF solution must prevent any undesired impact on the Vattenfall 
project budget or surprises to Suppliers. Multi-currency funding capacity 
in a substantial size above EUR 1 billion. 

qGiven the 2-3 year investment period for each project, funding security is 
crucial.
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The lift effect of SCF
qConstruction and operational costs are important price elements. As is 

the return expectation for the substantial amount of equity being tied-up 
for multiple years in such projects. 

qVattenfall has decided to use SCF to optimize the ROCE by deferring 
the required equity injections during the construction period of a project. 

q Depending on the construction period, the achieved payment terms and 
the expected payback of a project, the expected ROCE is lifted by 0.2 to 
0.4 %, which is considered material assuming an investor’s return 
expectation of 5-7% for this asset class. 

qThis lift may even constitute the absolute difference and secure the 
awarding of a multi-billion EUR project.
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Vattenfall SCF Program

# Financed invoices total

EUR 4,377m
# Financed volume total

*As of Nov. 25th, 2022

102
# Onboarded suppliers

EUR DKK SEK
Currencies financed 

9
# Supplier countries

5
# Financing banks

# Active divisions

29

2
# Supplier in onboarding

95
# Live & trading suppliers

EUR 1,152m
# Financed volume YTD 2022

# Financed invoices YTD 2022

71,367 3,558



Reverse Factoring

Special application:

Project-based usage

Started in 2017

Bank Partners:

Service Provider Partner:

Characteristics Financial Set up

low% + EURIBOR

120 days with SCF
[60 days without SCF]

Flexibility in choosing
manual or auto invoice
financing

Selling window between
day 15 to day 100

Results of the Program

Total financed volume € 4,4 Beur 
[2017 - YTD Nov ’22]

Financing Goal max €1.5 Beur per year

104 Suppliers onboarded - 9 supplier’s countries

Focus on large companies to comply with EU 
payment term regulation

Invoice approval time: 

11.5 days (in 2021)

Available Currency EUR, DKK, SEK, GBP

Supply Chain Finance in Vattenfall



Characteristics of Program
Vattenfall Comparison with other companies

Type of SCF Reverse 
factoring Standard in the market

Year of 
implementation 2017

Bank providers 5 Banks

Service 
providers 1 platform Common option in the market

2003 2005 2007 2009 2011 2013 2015 2017 2019 2021 2023

high



Vattenfall Comparison with other companies

Discounting
rate low%

Payment terms 120 days

Invoice
Financing type

Flexible
automated

Invoice
financing

Standard in the market

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180days

0.0% 0.3% 0.5% 0.8% 1.0% 1.3% 1.5% 1.8% 2.0% 2.3% 2.5%

Characteristics



Vattenfall
Total financed 
volume
*since the start of the 
program

€ 4,4 bio
(€1.2 in 2022)

SCF covers 25% of portfolio

Available 
Currency EUR, SEK, DKK, GBP Providing simple hedging possibilities

Joint ventures - For co-ownership appropriate shareholder agreements to 
manage any possible partner funding risk                             

Invoice
approval time

11,5 days
( too fast:15 days

effective)
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28days

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Characteristics



How we set the stage
qCentralize the SCF set up, keep it standard & simple

qMoU’s with the top suppliers to consider SCF for any project

qSteer away from sales guys & girls and reign back the buyers

qInternal education is a must; Vattenfall Procurement Academy 

qShort lines to N-1, lean organization ( 1,5 FTE total), experienced 
service provider / partner



It’s not a stand off!

• Using SCF makes for two happy 
dogs 

• Supplier will have access to cash 
on day 15

• Vattenfall enjoys extended 
payment terms

• But who throws in the second 
bone?
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Someone has got to pay for this!

• The benefit comes from both 
Vattenfall and the supplier being 
able to avoid alternative funding

• Additional positive balance sheet 
effects

• And for some reason, the 
suggestion of robbing banks 
together is appealing to many 
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What can happen to our SCF plan
We are happy about a lot:  
1. Simplicity of the process, the very effective collaboration with banks but moreover with CRX. 
2. Resulting WC effects; we reach our KPI’s which gives us the ability to do more and go faster in the 

energy transition
What’s Next: 

1. Optimise the p2p, especially in FIDIC based projects
2. Add a real and verifiable ESG component ( work in progress)

What can possibly go wrong? 
1. IFRS rules change
2. Interest goes skywards
3. Governments decide to ban longer payment terms

qOur solution: use with diligence, keep it simple and always know where the emergency exit is
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Next: Sustainable SCF

qESG certified spend could be financed cheaper by our suppliers.
qBanks are looking for green investments and are willing to allow lower 

rates for that. Green loan principle contributes to keeping it simple.
üVattenfall is already using this appetite in funding our own Working 

capital; Green bonds.

qWe now see an opportunity to stimulate our own supply chain to 
optimize it’s ESG whilst further reducing costs for Vattenfall and our 
suppliers.

üA project to assess the feasibility of SSCF has been set up by Treasury, 
Sustainability and Procurement
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Double focus of the program: 

Optimize working capital impacting directly value driven 
KPIs. 

Using it in projects improves our final bid, delivers a 
competitive edge for Vattenfall to acquire the 
strategically important projects to shift energy 
generation from fossil to renewables. And we win them.

On the side:

Innovative way to collaborate even more intensely with 
our supplier markets. Looking for the real Pareto 
optimum. 

Supplier gets rewarded for real ESG positive behaviour

We move towards fossil free at a higher pace!

Wrap up; where are the Win’s?



More to come

• Project Norfolk ( 2 mio households), project Baltic N7.2 ( > 1 mio
households) and more to come. 

• The measure of success for Vattenfall is not the in financed amounts but 
in being awarded new concessions and being able to convert them into 
real contributions to fossil free living in one generation
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…as a profitable 
energy business
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Thank you!

Vattenfall aims to be a leader in the energy transition

Fossil-free 
living within one 

generation…



FPC Conference 2022


